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Petitioners have moved this Court to transfer this case to the U.S. District

Court for determination of factual issues as provided by the Hobbs Acts at 28

U.S.C. § 2347(b)(3). Transfer will also permit consolidation of the case with

Petitioners' District Court suit against the Department of Transportation ("DOT"),

thereby enabling efficient review of companion rulemakings without the possibility

of inconsistent results.

NRC argues that the Hobbs Act transfer provisions do not apply to informal

rulemaking, but this is unsupported by authority and contrary to cases in which

informal rulemaking has not been held to preclude the provisions of § 2347(b).

The Hobbs Act should be interpreted to enable transfer where the rulemaking

record is inadequate for judicial review.

NRC argues that there are no factual issues to be resolved, but this fails to

recognize that the primary question at issue in this suit - whether NRC's Finding

of No Significant Impact ("FONSI") was justified - is primarily an issue of fact,

which will require evaluation of extra-record evidence. NRC also argues that

factual issues must be remanded to the agency and, inconsistently, that this Court

can resolve factual issues as well as the District Court. This ignores the need for

judicial resolution of factual issues in order to justify remand and ignores the

peculiar institutional competence of the District Court to evaluate evidence.
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A. The Hobbs Act provides for transfer of this rule-making
challenge to District Court because factual issues must be
resolved

Section 2347(b)(3) of the Hobbs Act provides for transfer to the District

Court "when a hearing is not required by law and a genuine issue of material fact is

presented." NRC has argued incorrectly that § 2347(b) does not apply because

notice and comment rulemaking procedures have, in entirely unrelated contexts,

been held to satisfy hearing requirements.

This argument fails for two reasons. First, there is no evidence here that a

hearing was required by law. Second, courts should not treat, and have not treated,

rulemaking proceedings as foreclosing fact-finding under § 2347(b); NRC cites no

authority to the contrary.

1. A hearing was not "required by law"

The NRC claims that a hearing was in fact required by law simply because

the Atomic Energy Act permits a hearing to be requested, citing 42 U.S.C. §

2239(a)(1)(A), a provision primarily relevant to licensing and adjudication

proceedings. This section does provide that the Commission shall grant a hearing

in rulemaking proceedings "upon the request of any person whose interest may be

affected by the proceeding, and shall admit any such person as a party to such

proceeding." But the Supreme Court explained that this language makes clear that

"[a]bsent a request from a person whose interest may be affected by the proceeding
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no hearing is required."' Because the NRC offers no evidence that a hearing was

requested, this Court cannot conclude that a hearing was in fact "required by law."

Indeed, NRC rulemaking regulations at 10 CFR Part 2, Subpart H, establish no

mechanism by which the public can require (or shape) a hearing: the NRC

provides only that "[t]he Commission may hold informal hearings at which

interested persons may be heard, adopting procedures which in its judgment will

best serve the purpose of the hearing."2

More importantly, the Supreme Court has explained that whether a hearing

pursuant to § 2239 of the Atomic Energy Act occurred, or whether such a hearing

could have occurred, is entirely unrelated to whether there should be direct

appellate review under the Hobbs Act.3 As discussed below, the relevant question

is the existence of a reviewable record.

2. Informal rulemaking proceedings do not preclude transfer to the
District Court under § 2347(b)(3) where the record is inadequate

Direct appellate review of informal rulemaking is appropriate when the

record has been adequately developed so that the Court of Appeals is presented

I Florida Power & Light Co. v. Lorion, 470 U.S. 729, 739-744 (1985)(no
congressional intent to link § 2239 hearing to Hobbs Act jurisdiction).

2 10 CFR § 2.805, emphasis added.

3 Id., at 739-744.
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with essentially legal issues.4 However, when an adequate record has not been

developed, § 2347(b)(3) provides an exception to direct appellate review precisely

in order to create a reviewable record. NRC elevates form over substance in

arguing that informal hearings which the public cannot compel - and, more

importantly, cannot shape - preclude Petitioners from invoking the fact-finding

provisions of the Hobbs Act.

Unlike other NRC hearing provisions, the NRC rulemaking hearing

provision does not permit interested parties to force the consideration and

resolution of particular issues in order to shape a record for judicial review.5 The

NRC remains free to set its agenda and control the record. Here, although

comments by Petitioners and others raised key issues, including, for example, the

significance of radiation doses and the need to quantify waste shipment volumes,

NRC simply refused to address these issues. Significantly, NEPA burdens the

agency, not the public, to create an adequate administrative record - to resolve

uncertainty by "collection of data," to "do the necessary work" to obtain missing

4 See, e.g., Deutsche Lufthansa Aktiengesellschaft v. CAB, 479 F.2d 912
(1 973)(upholding direct appellate review of informal rulemaking where the
"evidentiary record does exist ... [and is] unchallenged, so that the issues
presented to us are legal and not factual.")

5 Compare 10 CRF § 2.805 (merely allowing comments on rulemaking) to 10
CFR §§ 2.714 and 2.1014 (providing for specific legal and factual contentions to
be resolved on the record in licensing and adjudications).
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knowledge, and to develop a "well-reasoned explanation" why controversy does

not require an Environmental Impact Statement ("EIS"). 6 Because the public could

not compel NRC to do the work to examine the relevant factors, the record is

inadequate for judicial review. As discussed below, extra-record evidence must be

considered and it should be evaluated by the District Court.

As the D.C. Circuit observed in upholding direct appellate review of

informal rulemaking: "[ult is the availability of a recordfor review and not the

holding of a quasi judicial hearing which is now the jurisdictional touchstone."7

Where, as here, the factual record essential for review has not been developed, the

"jurisdictional touchstone" for direct appellate review is absent. The Hobbs Act

provides for transfer of direct appellate jurisdiction to the District Court to address

just this situation.

NRC's position amounts to a claim that the Hobbs Act will never allow

transfer of petitions for review of rulemaking to the District Court for fact-finding

because rulemaking proceedings always constitute a "hearing" under § 2347(b).

But courts interpreting the Hobbs Act in rulemaking challenges have not found that

6 National Parks & Conservation Association v. Babbitt, 241 F.3d 722, 732,
733, 736 (9th Cir. 2001); see also County of Szffolk v. Secretary oflInterior, 562
F.2d 1368, 1385 (2nd Cir. 1977)(upholding District Court admission of extra-record
evidence because agency, not challenger, burdened to provide analysis).

7 Deutsche Lufthansa Aktiengesellschaft, stpra, 479 F.2d at 916.
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rulemaking proceedings constitute a hearing that precludes potential fact-finding

action under § 2347(b).

Under § 2347(b), the Court of Appeals has three alternatives when it

determines that the agency has not held a hearing required by law: (1) remand for

a hearing when a hearing is required by law, (2) resolve the issues without a

hearing when a hearing is not required and no genuine issue of material fact is

presented, or (3) transfer the proceedings to a District Court when a hearing is not

required and a genuine issue of material fact is presented. We are aware of no

published cases in which a Court of Appeals has elected the first or third option in

a rulemaking challenge. However, in two rulemaking challenges, Courts of

Appeals have proceeded under the second option. 8 In these cases, the Courts of

Appeals rejected requests to transfer cases to a District Court - not because they

found that rulemaking proceedings constitute a hearing and thus preclude §

2347(b)(3) - but only because they concluded that a material factual issue had not

been presented. If the Hobbs Act precluded action under 2347(b)(2) and (3) in

rulemaking challenges simply because rulemaking proceedings constitute a

hearing, these courts would not have reached a determination under § 2347(b)(2).

8 Radio Relay v. U.S., 409 F.2d 322, 324, 330-33 1(2nd Cir. 1969)(§ 2347(b)(3)
request rejected for failure to establish issue of material fact); Radio Association
on Defending Airwvave Rights Inc. v; U. S. Dept. of Transportation, 47 F.3d 794,
797 (6th Cir. 02/17/1995)(§ 2347(b)(3) request rejected because review of existing
record resolved factual issue).
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NRC offers no authority for its position that the Hobbs Act does not permit

§ 2347(b)(3) transfers to the District Court in rulemaking challenges when an issue

of material fact is presented that cannot be resolved on the existing record. The

cases cited by NRC simply affirm that the hearing requirements for rulemaking

may be satisfied by notice and comment proceedings.9 The cases do not construe

the meaning of "hearing" or "hearing required by law" under the Hobbs Act.

3. Petitioners' challenge requires judicial resolution of factual issues
before remand

NRC claims that a court cannot resolve factual disputes raised by extra-

record materials, and that remand is the only proper course if this Court finds that

the record is inadequate.'0 However, in order tojust~if remand to NRC, which is

the ultimate relief if Petitioners are successful in a NEPA challenge, a court must

determine whether the environmental impacts are significant enough to warrant

9 Siegel v. AEC, 400 F.2d 778, 785-786 (D.C. Cir. 1968) holds that the
opportunity for written comments is an adequate response to a request for a public
hearing under the Atomic Energy Act, but does not interpret § 2347(b). Vermont
Yankee vNRDC, 435 US 519, 547-548 (1978) and U.S. v. Fla. East Coast R'y
Co, 410 US 224, 241-242 (1973) simply hold that agency hearings are governed by
APA section 553 hearing requirements.

10 (Opp. at 6, 9.) NRC cites Florida Power & Light Co., supra, 470 U.S. at
744 in claiming that remand is the only remedy for an inadequate record. But, the
Supreme Court expressly identified § 2347(b)(3) as an alternative to remand in
FCC v. IT World Communications, Inc., 466 U.S. 463, 468-469 (1984), cited in
Florida Power & Light Co. supra, 470 U.S. -at 744. In Florida Power & Light Co,
the Supreme Court held only that District Court fact-finding is "typically
unnecessary." (Id., emphasis added.)
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preparation of an EIS, "a classic example of a factual dispute."" A court will need

to determine as a factual matter whether NRC failed to consider all relevant

factors, whether it failed to consider a reasonable alternative, whether its research

or analysis was clearly inadequate, or whether the agency improperly failed to set

forth opposing views widely shared in the relevant scientific community.' 2

To resolve the factual disputes here, a court must evaluate new information

with which Petitioners will properly supplement the inadequate record. A court

must resolve not just "a question of ultimate fact;" it must also resolve a number of

specific "contentions that the new information undermines conclusions contained"

in NRC's Environmental Assessment and FONSI.13 These factual contentions are

outlined in Petitioners' complaint against DOT and will be supported by extra-

record evidence, some of which has already been provided in declarations

submitted with this motion. For example, NRC claimed that exempting low level

material will not affect waste shipments and that volume data for exempt

shipments was not available; but Petitioners' evidence demonstrates the contrary.

NRC claimed that occupational radiation doses will not be significant; but

11 Marsh v. Oregon Natural Res. Council, 490 U.S. 360, 376, 377 n. 23 (1989);
see also Hanley v. Kleindeinst (II), 471 F.2d 823, 828 (2nd Cir. 1972).

12 County of Suffolk, supra, 562 F.2d at 1384-1385; NationalAudubon Society
v. U.S. Forest Service, 46 F.3d 1437 (9th Cir. 1990).

13 Marsh, supra, 490 U.S. at 376.
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Petitioners' evidence demonstrates the contrary, and also demonstrates a

substantial controversy that NRC failed to address. Petitioners' evidence

demonstrates that NRC failed entirely to evaluate potentially significant collective

radiation doses, radiation doses from certain low specific activity material, and

radiation doses from accidents, which undermines NRC's finding that the

regulations would have no significant impact.

The District Court has the discretion to supplement the record using the

method it deems "most expeditious."' 4 NEPA extra-record evidence may require

discovery and evidentiary hearings, which are within the peculiar institutional

competence of District Courts.' 5 Thus, the Court of Appeals should avail itself of

the Hobbs Act transfer provision to put the matter before the most appropriate

tribunal.

B. Transfer will facilitate efficient review and avoid inconsistent
results

Finally the NRC has argued incorrectly that transfer to the District Court

will not facilitate consolidation of the DOT and NRC cases because the DOT case

should have been filed in this Court. The pending motion before this Court should

14 Citizens to Preserve Overton Park, Inc. v. Volpe, 401 U.S. 402, 421 (1971).

Is See, e.g., Sierra Club v. Lynn, 502 F.2d 43, 51 (5 th Cir. 1974)(9 days of
testimony); Sierra Club v. Froehlke, 534 F.2d 1289, 1291, 1295 (8'1 Cir.
1976)(trial testimony); Mass. Air Pol'n & Noise Abatement Comm. v. Briengar,
499 F.2d 125, 126 (lt Cir. 1974)(evidentiary hearing).
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not be resolved on the assumption that NRC's characterization of DOT's position

is correct. The question ofjurisdiction over the DOT case is not before this Court

and Petitioners will oppose DOT's effort to contest District Court jurisdiction.

However, regardless of the proper jurisdiction for the DOT case, the Hobbs

Act requires transfer of this case to the District Court for the reasons set forth

above. Indeed, if the DOT case were before this Court, Petitioners would seek its

transfer to the District Court for the same reasons.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the forgoing document

was mailed to the Respondent indicated below via first class mail, postage prepaid

thiseday of December, 2004:

(1) Clerk
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

and

(2) Grace H. Kim, Esq.
Office of the Solicitor
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

~frA2X
Melinda S. Hue
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